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City sees wave
of anti-Semitic
incidents
Anti-Racism Minister Charette
condemns anti-Semitism
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TRANSPORT MINISTER REVEALS EMSB goes
ÎLE-AUX-TOURTES CHAOS DUE online for
TO “HUMAN ERROR” Administrators’
half-day strikes
By Joel Ceausu
The Suburban

By Joel Goldenberg
The Suburban

See ANTI-SEMITIC, page A10

The May 17 arrest of two men in Côte St. Luc
after threats were made against the community, captured on social media.

announced a complete closure causing
incredible traffic delays. Inspections this
week revealed that about 40 rods were in
dangerous condition.
“I would like to thank road users, and
especially the entire trucking industry, for
their understanding and collaboration.”
Bonnardel said.
A driver who travels along the route daily said to The Suburban,”First of all, our
collaboration is a forced collaboration due
to the MTQ’s mismanagement. Secondly,
no, we do not understand this nonsense.
This should have been resolved years ago
when it was already an emergency.”
Local Mayors are furious that their cit-

A strike action by administrative personnel will partially shut down schools in
Montreal this week.
The Association professionnelle du personnel administratif (CSN) has filed an
official strike action scheduled to begin
at 12 p.m. Wednesday May 26 and end at
12 p.m. on Thursday May 27, which means
effectively two half-school days are affected
at some 250 schools across Montreal.
The English Montreal School Board, as
it did with the first teachers’ strike which
lasted about an hour, is saying the action
will “will have major repercussions on
bus schedules, daycare services, and logistics that could compromise the health
and safety of our students.” For that reason, the EMSB told parents, all classes will
go online partially for those two days. On
Wednesday virtual school will take place
in the morning until 11:59 a.m. for all students, and classes are cancelled for the afternoon. On Thursday classes are cancelled
in the morning and resuming online at
12:01 p.m. according to the regular schedule. The board has cancelled all daycare
and transportation services on both days.
The APPA represents support-staff

See TRAFFIC CHAOS, page A10

See STRIKE, page A3
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A dramatic number of anti-Semitic incidents and threats took place in the past
week paralleling and following Palestinian protests leading to significantly increased police presence in many areas of
the city.The threats came during and following anti-Israel protests and riots led
by Palestinian supporters some of which
included incidences of violence against
individuals and property.
Quebec Anti-Racism Minister Benoit
Charette wrote,”In no way can we tolerate that a foreign conflict takes root or
finds an echo here in Quebec,” he wrote.
“Still less can we tolerate that it leaves

By Chelsey St-Pierre
The Suburban

The Île-aux-Tourtes bridge is closed
indefinitely causing traffic mayhem from
Pointe-Claire to St-Lazare.
Transport Minister, Francois Bonnardel
revealed that dozens of steel rods installed
to reinforce the structure were damaged
during maintenance work. One of the
rods severed on April 30th, at which point
one lane was closed causing traffic havoc
on Highway 20. Last week a second lane
closed after a second rod was discovered
to be damaged on May 12, worsening the
situation. Bonnardel said that “Mistakes
can happen. I don’t want to blame anyone
for human error.”
At rush hour on Thursday, the MTQ
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